
Mike’s Basement Race Shop 

 

 
About: 
Most of you know me, for those that don’t I have been involved in ski racing since I was 2 and 
made a career as a professional race coach for 6 years before returning to WSRC last winter. 
Over those 6 years I developed some very honed and unique boot and ski setup skills that I 
would like to provide to you guys now. Properly maintained and setup equipment is paramount 
to an athlete being confident, comfortable and aggressive on their skis and all of these things 
lead to them having more Fun! I will be offering these services starting now and continuing all 
winter. All work will be done at my cottage in Wentworth and I will offer ski pick-up and drop 
off at the WSRC Club Building every wknd at no additional charge.  

 
Boot Services:  
 
Punching: With a Scott Press and Hydraulic Punch we can fix any hot spots or pressure points 
that you may have in your boot!  
$25 per punch (includes re-punching if necessary)  
 
Alignment: Lazar guided alignment assessment and lifters and shims to correct any alignment 
issues.  
Free Assessment  
$60 for lifters with no canting strips  
$110 for lifters with canting strips  
**NOTE** Alignment is the MOST IMPORTANT step in getting an athlete’s equipment set up 
properly and getting the most out of their equipment. Without proper alignment an athlete will 
never be able to ski to the best of their abilities.  
 

Ski Services:  
 
Binding Mounting/ Re-Mounting: Familiar with all brands of bindings and mounting 
procedures.  
$25 per pair.  
 
Tuning: Machine or hand tunes available at all edge bevel degrees both side and base. From 
basic hand filing to full race tunes with an electric tuner I offer it all.  



$65 for Race Tune/ New Ski Tune (Full hand tune followed by machine finish)  
$40 for Machine Tune (Edge assessment and Machine “Maintenance” Tune) 
$25 for Topsheet repair and clean up (Full sanding and chip repair)  
 
Waxing: Full assortment of Holmenkol and Nanox wax products and services available.  
$50 for Race Wax (Optimal wax choice (you pick Nanox or Holmenkol) for race day, full scrape 
and brush)  
$40 for Training Wax (Your choice of Holmenkol HC or Nanox Training wax, scape and roto 
brush)  
$30 for Travel/Maintenance Wax (Holmenkol HC Temperature specific wax, no scrape or 
brush – great for little kids or travel/storage)  
 

Contact: 
Phone: 902-209-7827 
Email: MLByrne91@gmail.com  
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